
CORPORATIONS 
Facilitation Cases


	 Leadx3m works with executives and their teams by serving decision-making 
processes with real-time business insights and helps executives by facilitating 

transformation in an explorative yet strategic manner. 

FACILITATION CASE: U.S. MARKET EXPANSION OF EUROPEAN SaaS BUSINESS

WHAT: U.S. offers tremendous potential for foreign knowledge-intensive companies, but 
the market is complex and competitive. Finding a tailored and integrated approach is 
both expensive and challenging. Assignment: The Chairman and CEO of this European 
company are looking for a step-by-step market entry strategy and process, considering 
uncertainties and risks while expanding the partner network and customer pipeline in an 
explorative fashion. 
 
WHY: Chairman and CEO plan to launch the North American expansion from their 
regional headquarters in New York in a few months. They are particularly interested in 
understanding this market's unique conditions, specific opportunities, and how to 
support transforming a well-established European professional solution into the North-
American business landscape. 
 
HOW: Some key priorities include building a comprehensive foundation for U.S. 
expansion, identifying critical business issues and questions, segmentation to optimize 
market positioning, and strong expansion focus. Extensive research and analysis 
results provide a good understanding of the total business potential, fresh ideas on 
strategic approaches and required partnerships, and an encouraging yet fact-based, 
conservative, and profit-driven execution plan. The conclusions also highlight unique 
market-related challenges identified through secondary sources, people connected with 
the geography, and benchmarking with competition, other industries, and regions. 
 
WOW: Thanks for a great project; the team did well, and some new angles inspire us to 
look into when the US reopens after COVID-19. 
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FACILITATION CASE: STRESS TESTING RAPID U.S.-WIDE FRANCHISE 
EXPANSION

WHAT: Focusing on healthy dishes and supporting a growing and loyal client base, the 
restaurant chain has today 5 locations and 70 employees. Assignment: Advise the 
Chairman of the Board and the Founding CEO in finalizing expansion plans and 
leveraging the company’s position and assets to continue developing profitable 
business in the selected markets.  
 
WHY: The ambitious franchising-based growth strategy for the incoming years aims at 
several hundred restaurants and eventually expand into a nationwide chain with around 
1,000 restaurant units. The investors and advisors have a solid track record to back up 
this bold strategy.  After extensive testing, piloting, and adjustments, the restaurant 
concept is ready to scale and expand to gradually become a nationwide chain of 
restaurants, with growth and margins intact despite the disruptive forces of COVID-19, 
worsening labor shortage, fierce competition, and record-high inflation. 
 
HOW: Secondary research and over 30 stakeholder interviews to gain intelligence on 
key business drivers: customer innovation, talent, leadership, competition, cooperation, 
product performance, profit modeling, etc. Present a complete short-term proposal fully 
implemented by the 3rd quarter of the following year, including a short-term strategy and 
business case with relevant benchmarks. More long-term business initiatives must be 
implemented within two years, emphasizing realism and maximizing the market 
opportunity by thinking big, risk, and growth. Consider all three challenges: labor, cost, 
and competition, with appropriate comparisons to the U.S. and other market conditions.
 
WOW: I am grateful to have met you. The work you did on behalf of the company will 
remain part of us for years to come.  You inspired our founder and provided creative 
insights, many of which we have begun implementing.  
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FACILITATION CASE: POST INTERNATIONAL ACQUISITION STRATEGY 

WHAT: The newly appointed CEO of this MidCap food production company is on a 
mission to transform the currently unprofitable and declining commodity business into a 
profitable, growing, and value-adding brand led by a well-performing and collaborative 
team across its production facilities in the U.S.  Assignment: Examine and advise 
strategically how this recently acquired company can become the pride of the European 
mother company’s business portfolio by releasing trapped value across its operations.
 
WHY: The vision is to provide superior customer service, create best-in-class products, 
and ensure a company culture that strives to make a difference for customers and 
brands. However, the company is entrenched in employee attraction and retention 
issues, profitability due to volume focus,  outdated plants, and essential private label 
products in a competitive market. Positively the market is growing, and the opportunity 
to grow market share is ample with a shift to own brand and value-adding business that 
accelerates growth. 
 
HOW: Show a pathway to becoming a great workplace and a value-adding trusted 
partner with a sustainable and efficient nationwide operation with a strong foundation in 
a profitable, growing business. Secondary and primary research focuses on 
competitiveness, profitability, efficiency, and people/culture with extensive analysis and 
stakeholder interviews with 30 employees, executives, customers, and partners—
external analysis of the competitive market, rising costs and inflation, and labor 
shortage. 
 
WOW: On behalf of the whole company, thank you and your consultant team for the job 
well done. Going into this, we did not know what to expect, but we decided to be open 
and share, and we thought that if we did that, we would also likely get better quality and 
more meaningful results. You guys truly nailed it, and we look forward to the final report. 
Thanks again!
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